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JURY OF THE EXHIBITION

UNA E. JOHNSON, CURATOR OF PRINTS AND DRAWINGS, THE BROOKLYN MUSEUM, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK

JAMES McGARRELL, ARTIST, INDIANA UNIVERSITY, BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA

HAROLD JOACHIM, CURATOR OF PRINTS AND DRAWINGS, THE ART INSTITUTE OF CHICAGO


THIS SIXTY-NINTH ANNUAL THEREFORE TAKES THE PLACE OF THE BIENNIAL OF PRINTS, DRAWINGS AND WATER COLORS BY ILLINOIS ARTISTS, WHICH HAS BEEN HELD TWICE BEFORE. WE HOPE THAT THE QUALITY OF THIS EXHIBITION WILL JUSTIFY THE CHANGE AND ENCOURAGE THE CONTINUATION OF THIS ARRANGEMENT. H.J.
CATALOGUE OF THE EXHIBITION
KEITH ACSHEPOHL  
ELMHURST
1 DANCE FOR THE INNOCENTS, INTAGLIO

IVAN ABLIGHT  
CHICAGO
2 A BRIDGE—1837, METAL POINT DRAWING

MORRIS ALEXANDER  
CHICAGO
3 PORTRAIT OF KATIE, INDIA INK DRAWING

HOWARD R. ANDERSON  
CHICAGO
4 #2, PAPER COLLAGE

RACHEL MINNIA BARON  
CHICAGO
5 WOMAN IN A FIELD, CRAYON DRAWING

DON BAUM  
CHICAGO
6 UNTITLED, INDIA INK DRAWING

KENNETH BECKER  
CHICAGO
7 SANGRE DE CRISTO MOUNTAINS, PEN AND INK DRAWING

BERNARD BECKMAN  
CHICAGO
8 GROUP IMPULSE, LITHOGRAPH
9 LOOK IN MY EAR, LITHOGRAPH

RAINEY BENNETT  
CHICAGO
10 TRANSPARENCIES, INK DRAWING

CLAUDE BENTLEY  
CHICAGO
11 UNTITLED #2, INK DRAWING

VERA BERDICCH  
CHICAGO
12 GORDIAN KNOT, ETCHING
13 SPINDRIFT, PRINT COLLAGE AND MONOPRINT
14 AWARDED THE JOHN G. CURTIS, JR.
PRIZE OF THREE HUNDRED DOLLARS

L. A. BERSTEIN  
CARBONDALE
14 #2, CHARCOAL DRAWING

NAOMI Y. BITTERMAN  
CHICAGO
15 FLATLANDS, DRYPOINT

PETER BOGNAR  
URBANA
16 NUDE INTERIOR, LITHOGRAPH

HAROLD BOYD  
NORMAL
17 PAGE #4, INTAGLIO

HARRY D. BOURAS  
CHICAGO
18 STUDY FOR A SCULPTURE, INK DRAWING

GLENN R. BRADSHAW  
URBANA
19 MARSEISCAPE II, WASH DRAWING

KRIMMER BRAMS  
WILMETTE
20 THE WAIT, GRAPHITE AND OIL
PASTEL

HARRY BROBY  
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
21 SUNSET #7, ACRYLIC AND WATERCOLOR
FRED BRIAN  NORMAL
23 OBJECTS WITH NOTATIONS, LITHOGRAPH

GEORGE BUDIR  CHICAGO
25 NEVADA DE TOULICA, WATER COLOR AND INK

JACOB BURCK  CHICAGO
26 CONFLICT, CASHEM
▲ AWARDED THE RENAISSANCE PRIZE OF ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS

ROBERT BURKERT  MILWAUKEE
25 STRANGE AND FRUITFUL TREE, COLOR SERIGRAPH

LEE CHESNEY  URBANA
26 OSTIA ANTICA III, INK DRAWING
27 TRIBULATION, INTAGLIO
▲ AWARDED THE PAULINE PALMER PRIZE OF FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS

JOAN HAMILTON COHITZ  EVANSTON
26 PICK NIGHT, WOODCUT

ELEANOR COEN  CHICAGO
26 FIGURES IN A LANDSCAPE, COLOR LITHOGRAPH

GEORGE COHEN  EVANSTON
26 UNTITLED, WATER COLOR

FRED CONE  CHICAGO
21 NUDE, CONTÉ CRAYON DRAWING

LAWRENCE CONNATHER  CHICAGO
22 UNTITLED, INK DRAWING

DOUGLAS D. CRAFT  CHICAGO
31 LONDON: POSTCARD, WATER COLOR AND GOUACHE
31 ALONE OF A LOVE NOT WANTING PASTEL AND PENCIL
▲ AWARDED THE MR. AND MRS. FRANK G. LOGAN ART INSTITUTE MEDAL AND PRIZE OF FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS

KENNETH CRONK  EVANSTON
31 THE ART IN BAYES, PENCIL AND CRAY-PAS DRAWING
▲ AWARDED THE ARTS AND RIVERWOODS AWARD OF ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS

GERALD CROSS  CARBONDALE
31 QUADRATET, SILKSCREEN

DONALD E. CROUCH  MACOMB
27 THE VETERAN, INTAGLIO

NANCY CURTIS-MALLOY  CHICAGO
31 POOR BOY SANDWICHES, FAGGOTS AND PHILISTINES, CRAY-PAS, TEMPERA AND INK DRAWING

DAVIDSON  CHICAGO
31 FLOATING WALL II, SILKSCREEN
JUDY DE JAN  SKOKIE
40 SECRET PLACE, INTAGLIO

DOMINICK DI MEO  CHICAGO
41 UNTITLED, TRANSFER

JOHN L. DOYLE  CHICAGO
42 THE GIRLS FROM HERBERTSTRASSE
IV. CONTE CRAYON

DAVID F. DREESBACH  DE KalB
43 MATERIJA’S DREAM, INTAGLIO

N. KHOLM-BURKERT  MILWAUKEE
44 AT REST ON THE EXPRESSWAY,
BRUSH AND INK DRAWING

CHARLES T. FIELD  MACOMB
45 GIRL WITH CHAIR, PENCIL DRAWING

LOIS FINEBERG  GLENCOE
46 LANDSCAPE, LITHOGRAPH

MARGARET FISHER  WINNETKA
47 UNTITLED, WATER COLOR

RICHARD FLORSHEIM  CHICAGO
48 PORT CITY, LITHOGRAPH

DENNIS J. FLYNN  MILWAUKEE
49 MOVIE’S END, INTAGLIO

RICHARD FRANKLIN  SKOKIE
50 PERSONAGES, CRAYON DRAWING
51 ABRA LINCOLN AT MINSKYE,
CRAYON AND CRAYON DRAWING
A AWARDED THE EMILIE L. WILD PRIZE
OF FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS

THEODORE R. FRANO  CHICAGO
52 FORTY WRESTLERS, PENCIL AND
CHARCOAL DRAWING

ELEANORE GARNER  CHICAGO
53 CONSCIENCE OF MAN, AQUATINT
AND ENGRAVING

MARY GEHR  CHICAGO
54 SANTORINI, INTAGLIO

ROLAND GINZEL  CHICAGO
55 UNTITLED, DRAWING AND WATER
COLOR
56 UNTITLED, DRAWING AND WATER
COLOR

RONALD GLASSMAN  MELROSE PARK
57 PARADISE, LITHOGRAPH

DAVID T. GOLDBURG  CHICAGO
58 WHERE IS THE HASSELBLAD?
PENCIL, CONTE CRAYON AND
CHARCOAL DRAWING

ANITA L. GORR  HIGHWOOD
59 THE ACROBAT, CHARCOAL DRAWING

HARLAND GOSSE  GALESBURG
60 UNTITLED, ETCHING AND ENGRAVING
FRANK GUNTER  CHAMPAIGN
61  MR. CARLTON ON DOIL, TEMPERA

GARY D. HAGEN  CHAMPAIGN
62  SEDIMENT, WOODCUT

SILVIA RICH HALPERN  WINNETKA
63  THE GROUP, PENCIL DRAWING

ELIZABETH HARMS  CHICAGO
64  CROMWELL TO CAMBRIDGE, INK, PENCIL AND CRAYON DRAWING

SYLVIA HAYS  EVANSTON
65  RUSSIAN BATHERS, PENCIL DRAWING

ALLEN R. HERNES  CHICAGO
66  FLEUR DU MAL, ETCHING

HENRY HEULER  CHAMPAIGN
67  BIDSE THE POINT, ENGRAVING

DAVID HICKMAN  DE KALB
68  COMMENTARY, PENCIL DRAWING

M. DOUGLAS HILSON  URBANA
69  GAME FIGURES IN BLACK AND WHITE, LATEX AND CHARCOAL DRAWING

MARGO HOFF  CHICAGO
70  DANCE OF THE GREEK MEN, LINOLEUM CUT

DOLORES.IOINOVA  CHICAGO
71  JOURNEY NO. 1, SILESCREEN

BILLY MORROW JACKSON  URBANA
72  BAGS AND OTHERS #2, WATER COLOR

ZBIGNIEW JASZEBSKI  CHICAGO
73  UNTITLED, LITHOGRAPH

FRED C. JOHNSON  CHICAGO
74  REFLECTION, DRYPOINT

ROBERT JOHNSON  CHICAGO
75  UNTITLED, DRAWING IN MIXED MEDIA

AWARDED THE ROBERT RICE JENKINS MEMORIAL PRIZE OF FIFTY DOLLARS

MAX KAHN  CHICAGO
76  OLD SEA WALL, CONTE CRAYON DRAWING

LUCILE KEELER  EVANSTON
77  TODAY, CHARCOAL DRAWING

VERA KLEMENT  CHICAGO
78  RALPH SHAPEY CONDUCTING, PEN AND INK DRAWING

SYLVIA KLETZ  CHICAGO
79  UNTITLED, GRAPHITE AND CRAYON DRAWING

MISCH KOHN  CHICAGO
80  THE CITY, ETCHING
CAROLE KOMAREK  ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
91  REFLECTION AT LODI, DRAWING AND EMBOSSEMENT

RICHARD KOFFE  CHICAGO
92  EXTENSION, PASTEL

R. I. KORTZERIN  GLENCOE
93  MOON INTERIOR, MONOPRINT

HEATHER PRESTON KORTZERIN
94  UNTITLED, GRAPHITE DRAWING

DENNIS KOVALSKI  CHICAGO
95  STUDY FOR A SCULPTURE, PENCIL DRAWING

ROBERT K. KUENEN  WILMETTE
96  SYSTEM #1, GRAPHITE DRAWING

MARELYN KUHLM  CHICAGO
97  WOMAN WITH BIRDS AND SPIRITS, GOUACHE

MARY LAMANTIA  CHICAGO
98  UNTITLED #1, CHARCOAL DRAWING

ELLEN LANYON  CHICAGO
99  GYMNASTS, GOUACHE

RAYMOND LANDING  EVANSTON
100  DILLAH, PENCIL DRAWING

ARTHUR LERNER  CHICAGO
101  STUDY, CRAYON DRAWING

SENA I. LEVINE  CHICAGO
102  STILL LIFE, ETCHING

CAROL A. LEVY  CHICAGO
103  #1, INK DRAWING

★ AWARDED THE JOSEPH N. EISENHART PRIZE OF TWO HUNDRED DOLLARS

AL LIEBERMAN  CHICAGO
104  UNTITLED, PENCIL DRAWING
105  UNTITLED, PENCIL DRAWING

WARREN LINN  CHICAGO
106  CALIFORNIA LANDSCAPE, PENCIL DRAWING
107  THREE HEADS, PENCIL DRAWING

★ AWARDED THE ILLINOIS COOLBAUGH PRIZE OF TWO HUNDRED AND FIFTY DOLLARS FOR A DRAWING IN BLACK AND WHITE

ROBERT LOCKHART  MAYWOOD
108  CRANBERRY'S, PENCIL AND CRAYON DRAWING

JUDY LOER  CHICAGO
109  LA PLAYA, CONTE CRAYON DRAWING

JOHNSON
A. R. LOFMAN  MILWAUKEE
108 ILEGAL OPERATION V: FALLING, WATER COLOR.
AR AWARDED THE WILLIAM H. TUTHILL
PRIZE OF ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS FOR A
MERITORIOUS WORK IN WATER COLOR.

JACK LORING
181 UNTITLED. COLOR LITHOGRAPH

DENNIS J. LOY  CHICAGO
102 DIE SERIES, AFTER DUNKER, ETCHING

CARRIE McALISTER  WINNITKA
103 THE NEW YORKER, INTAGLIO AND MIXED MEDIA

JACK McCARTHY  JOLIET
104 THE BOOTH, LITHOGRAPH

MARY McCARTY  CHICAGO
108 UNTITLED, CRAYON DRAWING

BARTON McNEIL  BLOOMINGTON
106 MODEL READING, LITHOGRAPH

BARRY K. MALLOY  CHICAGO
101 BRICKS OF CANDY, TIGERS OF
PAPER, SKY OF CHALK, INK, TEMPERA
AND CHALK DRAWING

CHARLES RAYMOND MARSH  CHICAGO
109 GARDEN’S REPLY, PENCIL DRAWING
AND WATER COLOR

C. W. MARTIN  CHICAGO
110 MIXED MEDIA

RAYMOND L. MARTIN  CHICAGO
111 FIRST, LITHOGRAPH

MARTYL  ROSELLE
112 GREEK SERIES V, INK DRAWING

ROBERT MISDAUGH  CHICAGO
113 CONFIGURATION OF DAMNED
SOULS, PEN AND INK DRAWING
MODRAG MIHAILOVIC  CHICAGO
114 LANDSCAPE, BRUSH DRAWING

R. MILLER  CHICAGO
115 UNTITLED #3, LITHOGRAPH

ROBERT L. MILLER  CHICAGO
116 UNTITLED #3, CASEIN

KEITH MORRISON  CHICAGO
117 OPUS # NO. 1, PEN AND WASH DRAWING

PAMELA SHARE NISSON  EVANSTON
118 PORTRAIT OF MOTHER, LITHOGRAPH

RUDOLPH OHRNING  SROKIE
119 ABANDONED, WATERCOLOR

WILLIAM O'NEILL  MILWAUKEE
120 VENUS DE SILO, LITHOGRAPH

THOMAS PALAZZOLO  CHICAGO
121 CLARK AT GRAND AVENUE, LITHOGRAPH

EDWARD PASCHKE  CHICAGO
122 SAWAMI-STYLE SUCTION, ETCHING AND DRAWING

ABBOY PATTISON  WISNETKA
123 DAY AT THE LIGHT HOUSE, PENCIL AND WASH DRAWING WITH WATERCOLOR

JOHN S. PAUL  DEERFIELD
124 STUDY OF MY GRANDFATHER, PENCIL DRAWING

DEVONNA PERSIAK  CHICAGO
125 UNTITLED, PENCIL DRAWING

WILLIAM VAN PLEW  BLOOMINGTON
126 CUPS, LITHOGRAPH

ROLAND POSKA  MILWAUKEE
127 SHE'S WEARING HER VERY NAUGHTY HAT, MIXED, DRAWING AND PRINT

BRUCE NORMAN PREO  CHICAGO
128 BEFORE AND AFTER, ETCHING

JOHN PEFANIL  DE KALB
129 UP FROM APRIL SNOW, INTAGLIO

RODNEY QUINCONI  CHICAGO
130 UNTITLED II, WATERCOLOR

JESSE RICHARDSON  CHICAGO
131 SPIRITUAL, PEN AND INK DRAWING

SEYMOUR HAROLD ROGOFF  PARK FOREST
132 UNTITLED, ACRYLIC GOUACHE

SEYMOUR ROSEFREY  CHICAGO
133 THE FAMILY, CONTE CRAYON

DENNIS ROWAN  CHAMPAIGN
134 NIKE, INTAGLIO
JOSEPH J. ROZMAN  MILWAUKEE
128 CAUGHTO TABIIEO. CALLIGRAPHY AND WATER COLOR
\ AWARD TED THE MR. AND MRS. FRANK G. LOGAN ART INSTITUTE MEDAL AND PRIZE OF TWO HUNDRED AND FIFTY DOLLARS

CHUCK SCALIN  CHICAGO
138 BLACK ON BLUE/BLUE ON BLACK, COLOR LITHOGRAPHS

S. THOMAS SCARFF  CHICAGO
137 HERE LIES (IN REEF II), DRAWING

RONALD SCHAFFER  MILWAUKEE
138 WHEATBONE AND THE HITCHER’S HOOK, INTAGLIO

GWENDOLYN SCHMIDT  BLOOMINGTON
138 LANDSCAPE, ETCHING

ROY SCHNACKENBERG  CHICAGO
140 FIGHTERS IN RED, BRUSH DRAWING

MARY SCHULMAN  SROKIE
141 TERRY, WASH DRAWING

ELAINE B. SCHEWAN  SROKIE
142 BEDROOM INTERIOR, PENCIL AND CRAY-PAS DRAWING

WILLIAM A. SCHWEDLER  PARK FOREST
143 LANDSCAPE OF BARCELONA, ETCHING

SANDRA SEFANSKY  CHICAGO
144 SMITH AND 9TH ST.—BROOKLYN, LITHOGRAPH

ROY SHARADAN  CHICAGO
145 EXQUISITE LASCIVIOUS, WATER COLOR

IRISIE SIEGEL  CHICAGO
146 UNTITLED, PENCIL DRAWING
147 THE FAMILY, PENCIL DRAWING
\ AWARD ED THE MR. AND MRS. FRANK G. LOGAN ART INSTITUTE MEDAL AND PRIZE OF ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS

PATRICIA SILAND  CHICAGO
148 ANCESTRAL BRIC-A-BRAC, DRAWING IN MIXED MEDIA

RUFINO SILVA  CHICAGO
149 IMAGINES, INK DRAWING

KEITH A. SMITH  CHICAGO
150 EMERGING IMAGE: PORTRAIT OF THE ARTIST, ETCHING AND PHOTOGRAPH

DAVID RICHARD SMYTH  CHICAGO
151 PETS, LITHOGRAPH
152 SELF-PORTRAIT, CONTE CRAYON

HARLAN L. SNIDGRASS  BLOOMINGTON
153 EXIT SIGN—WORKING DRAWING, DRAWING AND COLLAGE

WAYNE A. SOKE  CHICAGO
154 COMPOSITION #3, WATER COLOR
ROBERT T. SPRINGES
136 SUNDAY FARM, PASTEL

LAWRENCE STAFFORD
CHICAGO
136 SUBURBS, PEN AND INK DRAWING

ADOLPH TAMOLJUNAS
CHICAGO
137 EL TOREO, PENCIL, AND INK

A AWARD TO THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
OF THE SCHOOL OF THE ART INSTITUTE
PRIZE OF ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS

PETR TEREK
CHICAGO
136 POET #1, MONOTYPE

JULIA THIECA
CHICAGO
139 CHILDREN'S HALLOWEEN,
VARNISHED CHARCOAL DRAWING

JOANNE TOMAN
MILWAUKEE
189 BED—SEPTEMBER, INK DRAWING

ADRIAN TROY
SAUK VILLAGE
183 OCULUS, EQUUS, AQUA, ROCK PRINT

RICK TIMAN
PARK FOREST
182 LOVE STONE #1, ETCHING

VYTAUTAS G. VINKUNAS
CHICAGO
183 FRAGRANCE AFTER SHOWERS,
LITHOGRAPH

DON VOGL
SOUTH BEND
184 THE LAME CAME, PASTEL

EGON WENER
EVANSTON
185 FOREST OF WOMEN, ETCHING
ON SILVER PLATE

ROBERT WENTZ
MILWAUKEE
185 ROSE BOWL, INTAGLIO

RICHARD D. WETZEL
CHICAGO
187 MORNING, SERIGRAPH

E. C. WICKS
CHAMPAIGN
188 GIRL IN THE WOODS, LITHOGRAPH
150 CANDY, INTAGLIO

GEORGE D. WOEHL
MAYWOOD
178 FIGURES—WORK SHEET, PENCIL
AND WATER COLOR

A AWARD OF NINE HUNDRED DOLLARS FOR A
WATER COLOR

DON WOODFORD
CHICAGO
177 THE FLYING MACHINE, DRAWING
178 THE LETTER F AS A MONUMENT,
PENCIL AND CHARCOAL DRAWING

PATRICIA J. WYNNE
LA GRANGE

179 WHY THE GEESE GO SOUTH,
INTAGLIO

LYNN ZIELAKA
CHICAGO
174 UNTITLED, PENCIL DRAWING

ROBERT A. ZIEMINSKI
CHICAGO
175 UNTITLED, SERIGRAPH
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